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“In an alien land”
Finding Solace from Librarian-Led Digital Humanities 
Pedagogy in a Pandemic



Kilmer, Joyce. The New School [excerpt]. New York: George H. Doran Company, 1918.

For many a youthful shoulder now is gay with an epaulet, 
And the hand that was deft with a cricket-bat is defter with a sword, 

And some of the lads will laugh to-day where the trench is red and wet, 
And some will win on the bloody field the accolade of the Lord. 

They have taken their youth and mirth away from the study and playing-ground 
To a new school in an alien land beneath an alien sky; 

Out in the smoke and roar of the fight their lessons and games are found, 
And they who were learning how to live are learning how to die.



Agenda

1. Records of the Rutgers College War Service Bureau, summarized

2. The personal correspondence series, from assignment to edition


2.1. AKA What can you do with 4,000 letters?

3. Editorial and technical matters

4. Progress and future work



Records of the 
Rutgers College 
War Service 
Bureau

I. Personal Correspondence, 1917-1919

II. War History Files, 1917-1919

III. Subject Files, 1917-1919




Earl Reed Silvers, Bureau Director and RC class of 1913The first of a biweekly war letter sent to RC men in service



The Personal 
Correspondence 
Series 
From Assignment to Edition



The Assignment

• Two-week course module 
introduces students to the theory 
and practice of scholarly digital 
editing


• Analytic annotations initiate 
students into the work of the 
scholarly editor


• Letter metadata, containing sender 
and addressee names, locations of 
origin and destination, and dates, 
may be extracted for visualization

Personal Correspondence



Wait. What is the Text Encoding 
Initiative (TEI)?

https://tei-c.org/



TEI workflow: Ms(s) > transcription > encoding > presentation (usually HTML)



Gabriel Hankins, “Correspondence: Theory, Practice, and Horizons,” in Literary Studies in the Digital Age, 2015, https://dlsanthology.mla.hcommons.org/correspondence-theory-practice-and-
horizons/.

“…the digital representation of correspondence offers us the chance 
not just to remediate a central part of our cultural inheritance but 
also to begin to do justice to the larger social fields in which letters 
were written and thereby better represent the social dimension of 
epistolary thinking.”



Placeography in back element

Correspondence 

description 

in teiHeader


element

Can be reused 

to create maps



…to edition

• What don’t we need?


• Relational aspects of this 
collection are not the most 
interesting feature


• Geographic aspects - officers 
censored their locations, 
others had desk jobs and 
never left the U.S.

Personal Correspondence



Alex Gil, “The User, the Learner and the Machines We Make,” Minimal Computing (blog), May 21, 2015, http://go-dh.github.io/mincomp/thoughts/2015/05/21/user-vs-learner/.

‘My own posing of the question “what do we need?” comes from an acknowledgement of the hybrid 
and global future we see being shaped for the scholarly record: parts digital, parts analog. In this 
new mediatic environment we continue to protect, study and renew the analog, as we attempt to 
harness the new media in smart, ethical and sustainable ways. For several reasons, this implies 
learning how to produce, disseminate and preserve digital scholarship ourselves, without the help 
we can’t get, even as we fight to build the infrastructures we need at the intersection of and beyond 
our libraries and schools. This means that my minimal computing does not stand in as a universal 
call, but rather as a space for new questions and practices, an injunction to constantly repeat the 
question, “what do we need?”’

What do we need?



Editorial and Technical Matters



Editorial and Technical Matters
“What do we need?”

• An interest in trauma is what initially drew me to the collection. Why not make it a more 
explicit focus by seeking ways to highlight attitudes towards physical and mental disability?


• “Somewhere in France…” Officers censored their locations. Knowing their military unit and 
the date of writing usually helps to estimate their location, but is time consuming to piece 
together. Are those maps really needed? 


• Silvers, the bureau director, solicited family letters about soldiers to make copies for 
publication. Originals were returned. These copies needed to be treated with some 
suspicion.


• Handling forms and mailers and modeling graphical items, like picture postcards, raise 
questions about how much of the artifact to represent through the markup and the online 
presentation.



Progress and future work



Progress
Themes from correspondence

• Many expressed loneliness and isolation, although usually indirectly, through 
repeated requests for news of Rutgers men near them. 


• A hierarchy of griefs emerged. A war death was heroic. A flu death by contrast 
was much harder to assimilate. Those afflicted with shell shock or PTSD 
received disparagement.


• Correspondents had no real sense of when it would end. Dread and 
uncertainty were common, at least until a turning point came in Aug-Sep 
1918. 



Lieutenant Joseph L. Costa, RC ‘22



Private Graham Pelton, RC ‘18



Private Morris Jackson, one of several flu deaths 



Elizabeth Outka, “Grievability, COVID-19, and the Modernists’ Pandemic,” Modernism/Modernity Print Plus 5, no. 1 (May 21, 2020), https://modernismmodernity.org/forums/posts/outka-grievability-
covid.

“The war itself … became a framing device, one that obscured the other mass tragedy that unfolded as the 
battles ended. The death and suffering brought by the 1918-1919 influenza pandemic—which infected 
500 million people, killed between 50 and 100 million of them, and in which the United States lost more 
people than it did in all the wars of the twentieth- and twenty-first century combined—didn’t count in the 
way the First World War did. The war was what seemed real, and war deaths were what seemed 
important. Flu deaths were difficult to spin into stories of victory or needful sacrifices. The disease 
suggested bodily vulnerability and weakness, not a masculine power struggle or a larger political goal. Its 
source was invisible, amoral, uncontrolled, yet the agent was influenza, something that seemed like an 
ordinary and familiar antagonist. Amid the war’s dominance and visibility, the pandemic’s catastrophe 
became a shadow trauma, its deaths less grievable.”



Letter from J. K. Paulding to Mrs. Jackson, November 12, 1918




Leonard V. Smith, “Masculinity, Memory, and the French First World War Novel,” in Authority, Identity and the Social History of the Great War (Providence, RI: Berghahn Books, 1995), 252.

“In its most extreme form, […] the First World War crisis 
of masculinity resulted in shell shock, a male 
appropriation of what psychiatry construed previously 
as the singularly female condition of hysteria.”



Progress
Student editor perspectives

• The project helped better contextualize the connections between technical skill and 
LIS/archival/historical work.


• Students valued the in-depth look at the letters from both librarian/archivist and 
patron/researcher perspectives.


• Silvers’s filing system made one student more aware of history happening in real 
time and the importance of “capturing thoughts, feelings, and actions of others that 
may otherwise be misinterpreted if captured too late”


• Purpose of hypothes.is annotation layer was unclear at first (incl. with the Ed theme 
for Jekyll), but it is proving invaluable to the editorial team for highlighting and 
annotating items to correct, to research further, or to mention in a biographical note.



Progress
Technical notes

• Pre-processing of TEI into a mix of markdown and HTML for online 
publication using XSLT stylesheets


• Reliance on existing software (Jekyll) and themes (ed) for minimal editions


• No dynamic content, minimal dependencies and infrastructure


• Using GitHub Pages to host the website and GitHub as development 
repository


• Open Science Framework will be used to archive project data in final form



Progress and future work
…coming soon…

• Short biographical descriptions of the alumni are needed to better 
contextualize the letter anthologies. These must be composed with care for 
gaps in information, as little is known about correspondents. Joyce Kilmer is 
the only well known alumnus. 


• A project-wide personography and placeography to keep internal consistency 
and to avoid duplication of effort.


• Selective use of correspondence maps, only where the geographical 
information provides useful context for the letters.



The WSB edition in progress

https://rutgersdh.github.io/warservicebureau/



Thank you!
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